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Abstract

Magnetoelastic switching in multiferroic nanomagnets with a small voltage is a promising substitute for current charge-based

CMOS devices. Here, we study strain-mediated multiferroic majority logic gate by solving Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation

and establish an energy- efficient CMOS compatible equivalent circuit analogy to capacitor’s I- V characteristics. We can easily

simulate nanomagnet logic units using this tool. After that, the circuit is verified by SPICE simulations. Results show that

the output voltage polarity is determined by the majority of input voltage polarity with ultralow energy consumption, working

similarly to majority logic function. The SPICE circuit model shows ultralow energy consumption because of the conserved

dynamic current, which can serve as a promising logic unit, consequently, integrated into large-scale nanomagnetic logic circuits

and even a nanomagnetic chip.
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Energy-efficient Nanocomputing Circuit by
Multiferroic Nanomagnets

B.Wei and J.Li and H.Q.Cui and S.Q.Dou and Y.S.Xia and
C.W.Feng and X.K.Yang

Magnetoelastic switching in multiferroic nanomagnets with a small
voltage is a promising substitute for current charge-based CMOS
devices. Here, we study strain-mediated multiferroic majority logic gate
by solving Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation and establish an energy-
efficient CMOS compatible equivalent circuit analogy to capacitor’s I-
V characteristics. We can easily simulate nanomagnet logic units using
this tool. After that, the circuit is verified by SPICE simulations. Results
show that the output voltage polarity is determined by the majority
of input voltage polarity with ultralow energy consumption, working
similarly to majority logic function. The SPICE circuit model shows
ultralow energy consumption because of the conserved dynamic current,
which can serve as a promising logic unit, consequently, integrated into
large-scale nanomagnetic logic circuits and even a nanomagnetic chip.

Introduction: Nanomagnetic computing has attracted much attention
due to its inherent non-volatile and energy-efficiency in next-generation
computing technology[1]. The classical logic bits 0 and 1 are encoded
into the stable magnetization direction of nanomagnets, which are
parallel to the easy axis of the nanomagnet with large shape anisotropy.
The digital information is propagated via magnetic dipole coupled
interactions. This scheme increase the capacity of storage devices by one
or two orders of magnitude. In view of these attractive characteristics,
we believe that nanomagnetic logic devices may have great application
prospects in the future, including intelligent magnetic field sensors,
processing in memory architecture, and even complex signal processing
units based entirely on magnetic field coupling. However, it needs an
external energy supply(clock) to break shape anisotropy energy barrier
during the propagation of information. One approach that transfers
spin angular momentum to nanomagnets by injection of spin polarized
current, known as spin transfer torque (STT), turns out to be dissipative
due to I2R[2]. To reduce energy dissipation, a much more energy-
efficient way utilizing multiferroic nanomagnet is proposed[3, 4, 5, 6].
A tiny voltage applied across piezoelectric layer will generate stress
transferred to magnetostrictive layer elasticly and rotate magnetization by
a large angle. Logic computing can be designed by aligning nanomagnets
properly [7, 8]. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a multiferroic
majority logic gate is achieved by the dipole-dipole interaction between
nanomagnets.

Fig. 1 Multiferroic majority logic gate. The central nanomagnet works as a
computing unit to determine the majority magnetization direction of 3 input
nanomagnets.

The mature micromagnetics theory describes the behavior of
nanomagnet. However, this theory is too complex and computationally
expensive to design large scale logic arrays. Therefore, researchers
turned to SPICE macro model for simulating the interaction of
nanomagnet arrays, which allows one to deal with these arrays
embedded in microelectronic circuits. Csaba firstly introduced SPICE
model as micromagnetic simulator, which based on the single domain
approximation[9]. But their work seems enerey-inefficient because the
nanomagnets are drived by magnetic field generated from charge current.
Other researchers are concentrated on MTJ devices whose magnetic

state is controlled through STT effect, thus, leading to a frustrating
independent current source in SPICE model[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16]. This eliminates the huge advantage of nanomagnets in power
consumption. Xu established HSPICE circuit model of single strain-
mediated multiferroic nanomagnet which works with ultralow energy
dissipation[17]. Unfortunately, there is little research on the simulation
of large scale logic circuits composed of multiferroic nanomagnets based
on SPICE model.

A piece of work have been done on CMOS compatible circuit
model of multiferroic majority logic gate employing voltage induced
strain and the strong coupling interaction which shows a more energy-
efficient scheme in future large scale nanomagnetic integrated circuits.
We have demonstrated that it is possible to perform signal processing
tasks using magnetic nanostructures, and that effective CAD tools can
be developed to simulate nanomagnetic units. These results are of great
significance to guide the design of nanomagnetic structure integrated into
microelectronic circuits.

Spice Model of Multiferroic Majority Logic Gate:

Magnetization Dynamics

In this paper, we choose Terfenol-D as magnetostrictive material
with a large positive magnetostriction coefficient λs = 6× 10−4 and
saturation magnetization Ms = 8× 105A/m. Elliptical nanomagnets of
101.75nm × 98.25nm × 10nm lateral dimensions have been fabricated
on piezoelectric substrate with 40nm thickness as shown in Fig. 1.
In this case, exchange coupling in nanomagnet prevents the formation
of multi-domain states, so we can ignore the spatial change of
magnetization in each magnetostrictive layer and model it as a single
domain nanomagnet. In general, nanomagnets with a size of about
100nm show single domain behavior. The central one is a computing
unit whose magnetization direction is determined by the majority of
input nanomagnet magnetization. Temporal evolution of magnetization
orientation is described by Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert(LLG) equation under
the influence of an effective field:

dM

dt
=−|γ̄|M×Heff −

|γ̄|α
Ms

M× (M×Heff) (1)

M is magnetization vector and α is Gilbert damping coefficient. γ̄
is Landau-Lifshitz gyromagnetic ratio, mathematically equivalent to
Gilbert gyromagnetic ratio form with the relation γ = (1 + α2)γ̄. Heff

is the effective magnetic field on any multiferroic element due to shape
anisotropy energy, stress anisotrophy energy, dipole-dipole interaction
energy[18]:

Heff = Hdipole + Hshape + Hstress (2)

We assume that the magnetostrictive layer is polycrystalline, so we can
ignore the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. For the dipole coupled system,
Eq. 1 can be rewritten as coupled ordinary differential equations by
normalizing the magnetizaiton with respect to Ms:

(1 + α2)

γ

dmx

dt
=− α(my(hymx − hxmy)

−mz(hxmz − hzmx))

− (hzmy − hymz)

(1 + α2)

γ

dmy

dt
=− α(mz(hzmy − hymz)

−mx(hymx − hxmy))

− (hxmz − hzmx)

(1 + α2)

γ

dmz

dt
=− α(mx(hxmz − hzmx)

−my(hzmy − hymz))

− (hymx − hxmy) (3)

where hx, hy , hz are the components of the effective field and
mx,my ,mz are the components of normalized magnetization.
Substitution of Eq. 3 in Eq. 2 allows us to compute the temporal evolution
of the magnetization vector of any multiferroic element in the Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of equivalent circuit of multiferroic majority logic
gate.

Equivalent Circuit Model

This part describes the majority logic gate model for circuit
simulation using NGSPICE. Based on the single domain approximation,
LLG subcircuit is developed to simulate the dynamic behavior
of magnetization switching of multiferroic nanomagnet. This is
accomplished by implementing Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation with
more energy efficient voltage induced strain.

According to the Kirchhoff current law and the I-V characteristics of
capacitor:

C
dv

dt
=
∑

Ii (4)

Assuming mx = vx,my = vy ,mz = vz , then the left-hand side of Eq. 3
can be seen as a capacitor with C = (1 + α2)/γ while the right-hand side
can be seen as 3 parallel voltage controlled current source, each of them
is related to some of mx,my ,mz and vin1, vin2, vin3, vstress.

The CMOS compatible circuit model of multiferroic majority logic
gate, shown in Fig. 2, is split into three subcircuits which models
the magnetization switching behavior by the voltage polarity. Three
independent voltage sources model the magnetization orientation of
input nanomagnets while the dipole-dipole interaction strength between
neighbors has been considered into the controlled current source by
a additional distance parameter. Vstress models the stress anisotropy
energy in magnetostrictive layer which depends on the materials
parameters. It should be noted that the dipole-dipole interaction must be
lower than shape energy barrier to prevent spontaneous magnetization
switching but is still sufficient enough to ensure highly reliable
magnetization switching after stress removal.

Spice Implementation of Multiferroic Majority Logic Gate: In this
section, we will directly conduct circuit simulation using NGSPICE.
Digital information is represented by magnetization component my .
Logic “1” is assigned by my = 1 while logic “0” means my =−1.
We assume that all nanomagnets are magnetized in the same direction
in stage 1. During stage 2, the magnetization of output is erased
by a considerable stress σ induced by a tiny voltage. In the stage
3, magnetization aligns automatically under the influence of neighbor
nanomagnets after withdraw of stress. Indeed, the left nanomagnet (In1)
prefers a downward magnetization direction while the other two prefer
upward orientation when considering the coupling interaction. Therefore,
output magnetization is determined by most of input willingness,
working as a majority logic gate. The schematics of the logic operation
are sketched in Fig. 3.

Corresponding SPICE simulation using a transient analysis of 20ns
is shown in Fig. 4 and the initial value of vx, vy , vz is set to 0.087V,
0.996V, 0.002V. The vstress is taken to be −111mV, consequently,
sufficient stress (about 40MPa) is transferred to magnetostrictive layer.
In this circuit, vy (represented by voltage of node 2) is equivalent to
my . The voltage switching in circuit is similar to the magnetization
switching behavior in nanomagnet. The value of 3 independent voltage

(a) Stage 1 (b) Stage 2 (c) Stage 3

Fig. 3. Operating principle for majority logic gate.
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Fig. 4. SPICE simulation of multiferroic majority logic gate.

source means different input logic value. v= 1V is assigned to logic “1”
while v=−1V means logic “0”. During the every clock cycle, vstress is
applied to circuit with a duration of 1ns and v2 changes to 0V as if the
magnetization flipping to null state. After the withdraw of vstress, v2 is
changed under the influence of vin1, vin2, vin3 which is determined by
the majority of v̄in1, vin2 and vin3, similar to the same logic computing
of majority logic gate.

The current flow in independent voltage source is zero while the
dynamic current in subcircuits is conserved due to the Kirchhoff current
law. Therefore, the energy in circuit is mainly determined by the parasitic
capacitance of piezoelectric layer, about CpiezoV

2
stress ≈ 5194kT[4]

per switch while lacking of additional energy dissipated in reversing
magnetization. This is a highlighted feature of SPICE model, which
provides great convenience and superiority when conducting large-scale
nanomagnetic circuits with a ultra low energy cost.

Conclusion: In this paper, we established a CMOS compatible circuit
model of multiferroic majority logic gate by studying Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert equation and utilized SPICE for solving micromagnetic problems.
SPICE simulations show that voltage polarity switching is achieved
which is similar to magnetization switching behavior. The interaction
between nanomagnets is model by three independent voltage source,
thus, changing voltage polarity in CMOS electronics is much more easier
than switching magnetization in spintronics. We can use this equivalent
circuit to achieve reliable logic function with a ultralow energy cost for
digital information processing while signal propagation can be defined
by proper placement of nanomagnets as before, consequently, shows
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the feasibility of large-scale nanomagnetic integrated circuits and even
a chip.
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